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Chairs 2017-18 Overview  

Lucy Wild 
The 2017 to 2018 annual report could not commence without acknowledgement of the 
rebranding of Cumbria Local Pharmaceutical Committee (LPC) to Community Pharmacy 
Cumbria (CPC). This has been a major achievement for CPC; the new branding is clear, 
professional and has been put in place to represent community pharmacy within      
Cumbria.  
 
The 2017/18 year within the community pharmacy sector was a demanding year as    
ever, for reasons which have continued from 2016/2017. With the Department of 
Health’s  announcement of funding cuts, category M changes within the drug tariff and 
the introduction to the quality payments scheme, just to name a few. In the ever   
changing and increasingly challenging sector of community pharmacy, a stronger image 
to other health care sectors and the public will allow CPC to support, promote and     
provide advice to ensure contractors are in a position to maximise the opportunities 
and revenue through community pharmacy. Throughout this report I will give a brief      
overview of what CPC has achieved in the support of pharmacy contractors within     
Cumbria over the last 12 months. 
 
The Quality payment scheme has brought many alterations in which pharmacies have 
been supported by CPC including registering for NHS mail and maintaining usage,     
maintaining accuracy of NHS Choices, summary care record (SCR) access, healthy living 
pharmacy (HLP) and Dementia friends. CPC have delivered 4 HLP network meetings 
across the County in both April and August 2017, with 50 and 39 delegates attending 
respectively. These meetings supported healthy living champions with health              
campaigns, how to report patient interaction correctly and to sustain a pharmacies HLP 
status. Support packs were issued to each pharmacy contract and support visits to    
pharmacies were made available. 
 
Cumbria achieved 100% completion of Community Pharmacy Assurance Framework 
(CPAF) reporting which is a major achievement for CPC, indicating how integral the CPC 
is as an organisation to the pharmacy contractors within Cumbria. 
 
Last year a highlight was the commissioning of the HIV testing service in community 
pharmacy; this has been a continuation as the pilot scheme extended from November 
2017-April 2018. Lynn McFarlane from CPC has continued to work closely with Matt 
Phillips (Consultant in sexual health) CFPT and OutReach Cumbria to have this service 
within 9 Cumbrian pharmacies, where to date 222 tests have been completed. Well 
Fusehill Pharmacy delivered 45 tests followed by Staveley Pharmacy who are in               
a remote location, with live tests also taking place in the media to promote the service. 
 
CPC continued to provide training of influenza vaccinations with two sessions in August 
2017 with 31 pharmacists in attendance, as well as the promotion of vaccination within 
the pharmacy setting. Cumbria pharmacies provided patient centred care with  89%   
contractors conducting the NHS flu vaccination service where by 55% uptake was seen 
for at risk groups under 65 years in North Cumbria with the regional average being 51%. 
Cumbria also saw an uptake in the private flu vaccination service. 
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Chair’s overview  

A major success for CPC last year were the stop smoking events, with 3 provided in 
August 2017 to 76 delegates and later in the year Pfizer sponsored 3 events 
throughout the county to help pharmacist and smoking cessation advisors, provide 
the most appropriate advice  and product selection to patients and claim the service 
provision correctly. 
 
It is anticipated that a national consultation may result in complete cessation of   
supply of gluten free foods on the NHS and the service ceased within Morecambe 
Bay Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) in early 2018. North Cumbria had seen   
restrictions in the range available and it is possible that there will be different       
arrangements for contractors depending on location. 
 
After changes to the minor ailment scheme last financial year in North Cumbria, no 
further changes are planned, but it is a service CPC focus on when service providers 
approach the CPC as a way services can be incorporated to a service contractors are 
already successfully providing. 
It is clear that the CPC has demonstrated its function to ensure that contractors can 
navigate their way through the complexity of having two CCGs making independent 
decisions within Cumbria, for example Pharmoutcomes mirrored the CCG split by 
working separately for Northern and Southern Cumbrian contractors. CPC continues 
to provide guidance on the use of Pharmoutcomes, service provision, as well as the 
correct claiming of services provided through the portal and as a way to directly 
communicate with contractors. 
 
 Early in the year CPC engaged with one of our optician colleagues Tim Baggot to 
discuss a possible new service to supply optical products to patients on the recom-
mendation of an optician without the need to go to the GP. The service has re-
mained in South Cumbria, with the opticians recommendation through a signed or-
der allowing the pharmacist to sell a over the counter (OTC) product as well as to 
refer into this service. This service also allows the patient to get ophthalmic treat-
ment without having to undergo a full sight eye test. As of April 2017 42 patient en-
gaged within the service in south Cumbria, with contractor feedback positive. Dis-
cussions are ongoing in North Cumbria.  
 
Two of CPC committee members Nat Mitchell and Matt Edwards have trialled atrial 
fibrillation (AF) service in Allisons chemist Cockermouth and Seaton pharmacy 
Workington respectively. They  undertook an informal short term and unfunded pi-
lot to assess delivery of screening primarily by pharmacy staff, with intervention and 
support from a pharmacist when appropriate. Opportunistic testing was offered 
over 4 months. Community Pharmacy Cumbria, developed a testing protocol togeth-
er with some supporting information for patients. 177 pharmacy users were tested, 
and 2 subjects with AF were detected, who were then referred to their GP surgery 
for investigation by 12 lead ECG. Both were subsequently treated with anticoagulant 
and beta-blocker.  
CPC are still in discussion on how this service can be offered across Cumbria in a   
viable service for contractor provision, with this ongoing into 2018 with more        
recently a paper being presented to the Local Pharmaceutical Network  and other 
organisations. 
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Chair’s overview  

The strategy of CPC became paramount to the committees achievements and within 
the direction of CPC during 2017/2018. Both the CPC strategy and a CPC self evalua-
tion were evaluated, redefined and conducted regularly throughout the year. This 
allowed CPC to remain focused on what it wanted to achieve, with contractor and 
pharmacy at the forefront of the work undertaken.  
 
CPC wanted to gain feedback from contractors firstly on how pharmacies would like 
to be communicated with regarding pharmacy updates, news and completion dead-
lines. A survey was issued to all contractors September 2017; with the feedback sug-
gesting communication would be best received though a newsletter, emails and 
Pharmoutcomes. CPC have therefore launched a new website and newsletter, which 
as of August 2018 is being sent out weekly. From this feedback both the newsletter 
and website launch will no doubt be highlighted as successes in 2018/19. It wouldn’t 
be fitting for both the website and newsletter not to be mention in this report due 
to the work which has been undertaken in the last year by CPC. 
 
In Feb 2018,   the committee appointed Sue Bitcon into the office administrator role 
for CPC, to allow greater support to contractors with increased office opening hours, 
improvement in communication with contractors by pharmacy visits, improved      
website and newsletter. Sue has already become an invaluable member of the CPC 
team, allowing Lynn McFarlane and Jeff Forster greater flexibility in supporting   
Cumbria’s pharmacy contractors.  
 
However, we unfortunately lost two experienced members of the committee, Claire 
McGuire and Ben Merriman who decided to step down from their roles as Chairman 
and Treasurer respectively in early 2018. We would like to thank them and the other 
committee members who have stepped down during 2017/18. 
 
Chairing the Community Pharmacy Cumbria (CPC) committee has always been an 
ambition of mine, due to the exemplary care, advancement and support the CPC 
provides to contractors and patients throughout Cumbria. Therefore I was honoured 
to be voted by the committee to step into the role of Chairman. Jamie Asher and 
Dave Rawlinson have agreed to take on the roles of Vice Chair and Treasurer         
respectively, with both showing great aptitude for these roles.  In my new role, I and 
the committee are greatly appreciative of their support.  
  
I see Pharmacy as an instrumental healthcare provider within the local community, 
whereby as a community pharmacies, we ensure patient centred care is at the heart 
CPC, exhibited through the care and services provided within pharmacy. 
 
Community pharmacy Cumbria’s annual report would not be complete without    
expressing my gratitude to Lynn McFarlane, Jeff Forster and Sue Bitcon for their 
hard work on behalf of the committee this year. With the demands of day to day         
pharmacy increasing, members who are all active community pharmacists are        
increasingly stretched and would not be able to achieve what has been done this 
year without them.  
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Chair’s overview continued 

 
I am very much looking forward to supporting pharmacists, pharmacy teams and contractors 

with the help of my fellow enthusiastic members, to develop pharmacy within Cumbria, 

through the support given by CPC. Allowing pharmacy to endure and prosper in the ever 

changing healthcare setting, as well as ensuring pharmacy’s longevity within the community 

sector. 

 I look forward to working with you all in the future. 

 

Lucy Wild 

Chairman  
28th August 2018 
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Committee Membership  
The committee consists of 15 representatives, 5 elected by independent contractors              

2 AIM(p) members (appointed by the Association of Independent Multiple Pharmacies) and 

8 appointed by the Company Chemist Association (CCA)  

Over 2017 –18  LPC members stepped down and re– elected followed by elections.  

Membership for 2017-18 below with the newly elected members fro 2018-2022 on page 6  

Name  Cumbria LPC position  Representing  

Claire McGuire  Chairman (stepped down)  CCA Boots  

Anothai Chareunsy Vice Chair (Until March 2017  ) Independent 

Jeff Forster Chief Officer   

Ben Merriman Treasurer ( stepped down)  AIM(p) 

John Urwin                          Member Independent 

Mark Stakim                        Member Independent 

Matthew Edwards              Member Independent 

Simon Abbott                      Member CCA– Boots 

Lucy Wild                             Member (Chair from April 2018 ) CCA- Boots 

Jamie  Perkins                     Member (Stepped Down) CCA Boots  

Mubasher Ali Member CCA- Boots 

Chris Edwards Member CCA- Well 

Kirsty Eggleston  Member (Stepped Down)  CCA- Lloyds 

Jamie Asher  
Member (Vice Chair from 1st 

April 2018 ) 
CCA—Well  

David Rawlinson  
Member (Treasurer From 

Feb2018)  
AIM(p) 

Nat Mitchell Member Independent  
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Committee Membership From April 2018  

From the 1st April 2018 the following members have been elected for a four year term.  

Name Title Representing  

Lucy Wild Chair CCA - Boots 

Jamie Asher Vice Chair CCA - Well 

David Rawlinson Treasurer AIMp - Cohens 

Anothai Chareunsy  Independent—Staveley Pharmacy  

John Urwin  Independent—Urwin Pharmacies  

Mark Stakim  Independent— Dalston Pharmacy  

Nat Mitchell  Independent—J W W Allisons 

Matthew Edwards   Independent—Seaton Pharmacy  

Nicola Burns  AIMp - Cohens 

Chris Stothard  CCA - Asda 

Wendy Hitchins  CCA - Boots 

Simon Abbott  CCA - Boots 

Mubasher Ali  CCA - Boots 

Chris Edwards  CCA - Well 

Vincent Mahon  CCA - Lloyds 
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Public Health Campaigns, Training and Meetings 

Month  Campaigns Training  LPC members meetings 

April 2017 Mental Health   HIV Steering Group  
Regional LPC  
LPC meeting  
 

May 2017 One You   HIV Steering Group  

LPN Morecambe Bay /Lancashire 

 

 

June 2017 Cares and Social Care  Stop Smoking Training  

 

 

LPC /Morecambe Bay CCG Meeting  

HIV steering Group  

Cumbria County Council  

LPC Meeting  

Morecambe Bay Flu meeting  

July 2017 Eye Health—Diabetic 

Eye Screening  

HLP Meetings  

Stop Smoking Training  

Flu Training  

LPN Meeting 

—Morecambe Bay / Lancashire 

 

August 

2017 

ONE YOU 

Physical Activity 

and Healthy 

 LPC meeting  

 

Sept 2017 Winter Health  

Sexual Health  

 

 Cumbria LPC AGM  

Cumbria LPC meeting  

 

October 

2017 

Stoptober  eRD /EPS meeting  

NHSE Local Liaison Group  

NUMSAS  

LPC website  

ICC meeting  

PSNC Chair and Chief Officer Meeting  

November 

2017  

One You—Alcohol 

Sexual Health Week  

HIV service review 

evening  

Falls meeting 

PSNC National Canference 

 

December 

2017  

One You—Alcohol   LPN Cumbria  meeting  

HIV Steering Group Meeting  

January 

2018 

One You Physical 

Activity 

and Healthy 

 West Cumbria Forum  

Local Liaison Group  

February 

2018 

Cancer Awareness  Stop Smoking Meeting 

HLP Sessions 

eRD Meeting  

NHS England Emergency meeting 

AHSN 

March 

2018 

Stop Smoking  HLP Network sessions  Flu Meeting  

PSNC National Meeting 
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 Strategic Plan  
Strategic plan has been reviewed and updated for 2018.These will be reviewed 

throughout the year by all Community Pharmacy Cumbria committee members.  

LEAD AND INNOVATE 

 Keep Pharmacy in the forefront when it comes to commissioning of services 

Represent ALL pharmacy contractors at local, regional and national  level across 

Utilise and grow communication with stakeholders 

Promote pharmacy to the wider population 

Ensure that contractors are receiving value for money from  Community Pharmacy Cumbria  

Community Pharmacy Cumbria Name change - start to build the brand 

ENGAGEMENT AND SUPPORT FOR CONTRACTORS 

Update and support contractors regarding new regulatory contractual requirements 

Engage with our contractors to understand their priorities for support from the CPC  

Ensure an effective communication strategy is in place and communicate with our           

contractors via a range of methods 

Support contractors in the promotion of  Essential/Advanced /Enhanced Services and      

encourage in utilisation of these services.  

MAXIMISE INCOME AND DEVELOP SERVICES 

Review and understand existing service provision.                

Ensure that existing services are re-commissioned and develop existing services 

Maximise opportunities by engaging with commissioners when new funding streams are 

identified 

Promote the services to the patients with effective promotional material  plus other commu-

nication channels platforms.  

Assist contractors to maximise revenue through achieving    Quality Payments and item 

delivery  

BUILD NETWORKS 

Have clear points of contact for commissioners and contractors 

Raise the profile of community pharmacy with key stakeholders to enable further             

development of the community pharmacy role 

Engage with commissioners and local healthcare providers to support local and national 

pharmacy campaigns and promote the role of community pharmacy to the public 

Prioritise engagements with new CCGs and develop relationships 
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Locally Commissioned Services  

Cumbria Pharmacy contractors are commissioned to deliver various services from different       

organisations  

 Service  Commissioner  

Minor Ailment Scheme  North Cumbria CCG  

Morecambe Bay CCG  

Gluten Free Service  North Cumbria CCG  

Morecambe Bay CCG  

Pharmacist Prescribing Service  Morecambe Bay CCG  

Palliative Care Service  North Cumbria CCG  

Morecambe Bay CCG  

Health Checks  Cumbria County Council  

Healthy Living Pharmacy  Cumbria County Council  

Emergency Hormonal Contraception   Cumbria County Council  

Stop Smoking Service   Cumbria County Council  

STI prescription voucher  Cumbria County Council  

Flu Vaccination Voucher Scheme  

— For Cumbria County Council employees 

Cumbria County Council  

Transfer of Care  North Regional Acute Hospitals  

HIV  Pilot Service  Outreach Cumbria /CPFT 

Cumbria LPC have continued to represent all contracts and offer support with the national 
contract, Quality Payments and locally commissioned services .  
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Finance Statement 

Income 2017-18 2016-17 

Bank Interest  £           328.45   £           517.15  

Voluntary Levy  £   120,000.04   £   119,999.76  

Cumbria County Council     

  Healthy Living Pharmacies (HLP)  £      10,000.00   £      10,000.00  

Smoking Cessation Service  £                      -    £                      -   

HIV POCT  £        4,800.00   £        7,725.00  

Cumbria Clinical Commissioning Group     

  Copeland MAS  £                      -    £                      -   

Allerdale MAS  £                      -    £                      -   

Carlisle/Eden MAS  £                      -    £                      -   

Project Management Fees  £        9,197.55   £                      -   

Pharmoutcomes Access  £        8,000.00   £        9,250.00  

Corporate Sponsorship  £        2,100.00   £        3,090.00  

Eventbrite Fees     

  Flu Vaccination Service  £        1,247.02   £        2,120.00  

Healthy Living Pharmacies (HLP)  £        1,412.00   £           897.50  

Miscellaneous    £                      -   

Total  £   157,085.06   £   153,599.41  

Income for Year Ending 31st March 2018 continued 
DRAFT VERSION AWAITING SIGN OFF 
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Finance Statement continued 

 2017-18 2016-17 

Bank Charges  £        127.60   £         49.60  

LPC Members     

  Attendance Allowance  £     9,825.00   £     8,975.00  

Travelling Expenses  £        860.65   £        486.23  

Member’s Time  £     2,580.00   £               -   

Other Expenses  £        843.99   £               -   

Pharmaceutical Services Negotiating Committee     

  PSNC Levy  £   15,791.00   £   31,582.00  

Special Levy  £               -    £   11,064.00  

Conference/Seminar Fees  £               -    £               -   

Professional Development Officer     

  Salary  £   37,715.78   £   36,067.20  

Pension  £     5,049.00   £     5,049.00  

DIS Plan  £        265.68   £        265.68  

Travelling Expenses  £        939.69   £     1,163.73  

Miscellaneous Expenses  £     1,151.15   £     2,155.92  

Chief Officer     

  Remuneration/Salary  £     9,225.00   £     7,300.00  

Travelling Expenses  £     1,381.84   £     1,390.50  

Miscellaneous Expenses  £               -    £        151.20  

Administrator     

  Salary  £     1,577.34   £               -   

Travelling Expenses  £               -    £               -   

Miscellaneous Expenses  £               -    £               -   

Treasurer     

  Remuneration  £     1,725.00   £               -   

Meeting Expenses  £     2,878.86   £     2,097.59  

Expenditure  for Year Ending 31st March 2018 continued 
DRAFT VERSION AWAITING SIGN OFF 
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Finance Statement  
Expenditure for Year Ending 31st March 2018 continued 

DRAFT VERSION AWAITING SIGN OFF 

LPC Office       2017-18  2016-17  

  Rent  £     2,736.00   £     2,736.00  

Business Rates  £        987.36   £     1,210.00  

Service Charge  £        869.17   £        709.92  

Insurance  £               -    £         27.10  

Telephone  £        724.36   £     1,080.93  

Electricity  £        345.64   £        448.61  

Repairs/Maintenance  £         90.00   £               -   

Furniture/Equipment  £        544.00   £               -   

Stationery/Postage  £        769.27   £        178.74  

Website/Email  £        258.58   £               -   

Miscellaneous Expenses  £               -    £               -   

Services     

  Healthy Living Pharmacies (HLP)  £     9,262.27   £     7,113.67  

Flu Vaccination Service  £     1,200.00   £     2,499.20  

Inhaler Technique Training  £               -    £     2,962.12  

Smoking Cessation Service  £     3,796.74   £         60.00  

Minor Ailments Scheme  £               -    £        602.50  

HIV POCT  £     7,906.55   £     1,198.85  

NHS Health Checks  £               -    £               -   

Other Expenses     

  Pharmoutcomes  £               -    £   10,082.81  

Corporation Tax  £               -    £               -   

Committee Insurance  £        335.00   £        355.00  

Data Protection Renewal Fee  £         35.00   £         35.00  

Employers National Insurance  £     3,514.77   £        857.76  

Payroll Processing  £        306.50   £        360.00  

NW Regional LPC  £               -    £        454.17  

Miscellaneous Expenses  £        460.62   £               -   

Total  £ 126,079.41   £ 140,770.03  
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Finance Statement  

Expenditure for Year Ending 31st March 2018 continued 
DRAFT VERSION AWAITING SIGN OFF 

Financial Summary for theYear Ending 31st March 2018 

      

Income in 2017-18  £ 157,085.06  

Income for 2017-18 Accounted for in 2018-19 Accounts  £               -   

Income for 2016-17 Accounted for in 2017-18 Accounts  £               -   

Total Income for 2017-18  £ 157,085.06  

      

Expenditure in 2017-18  £ 126,079.41  

Expenditure for 2017-18 Accounted for in 2018-19 Accounts  £     2,950.77  

Expenditure for 2016-17 Accounted for in 2017-18 Accounts -£     2,243.94  

Total Expenditure for 2017-18  £ 126,786.24  

      

Opening Balance on 1st April 2017  £   63,319.82  

Plus Income for 2017-18  £ 157,085.06  

Less Expenditure in 2017-18  £ 126,079.41  

Closing Balance on 31st March 2018  £   94,325.47  
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If you have any comments regarding this 

report please contact  

Cumbria LPC 

5E Lakeland Business Park  

Lamplugh Rd 

Cockermouth 

Cumbria  

CA13 0QT 

 

Telephone and Fax 01900 821703 

 

Email 

 info@communitypharmacycumbria.org 

 

Website  

CommunityPharmacyCumbria.org 

 

 

 

http://www.communitypharmacycumbria.org/

